WELCOME TO YOUR DREAM GARDEN.
90 DAY RISK-FREE TRIAL
5 YEAR CONSUMER WARRANTY
LIFETIME TINE GUARANTEE

Hard as it is to believe, a simple 10 by 20 foot outdoor area can
contain as much as 20,000 lbs. of hard, compacted dirt. That’s ten
tons! Intimidated? Don’t be!
Beginning to turn that space into a luscious bed of greenhouse quality
soil can be done quickly and easily with a lightweight Mantis Tiller.
All successful gardens start with great soil…and great soil starts with
Mantis. Mantis provides you with the power to grow the plants,
flowers and vegetables you’ve always longed for.
There are many reasons why gardens are unsuccessful. But among
the main reasons are bad soil or planting at an insufficient depth.
But establishing deep beds of good soil takes time and a lot of hard
work – unless you use a Mantis Tiller!

It’s Time to Meet Your Mantis.
There are only so many ways to dig into the ground, and most of
them aren’t pleasant. shovels, pick axes, hoe etc. Using hand tools like
that is hard work and time consuming.
What if there was a machine that could dig easily and fast, while being
lightweight and easy-to-maneuver. There is!
The Mantis Tiller is light enough to carry to the garden with one
hand! It’s the lightest, easiest-to-handle mini-tiller. Plus it’s fun to use.
Great for almost anyone! Just about anyone who wants a beautiful
garden can pick-up and effortlessly use a Mantis Tiller. This is not
your Grandpa’s tiller! What used to take hundreds of pounds of steel
to cultivate the earth, now can be done in minutes with a
fraction of the weight.

How? It’s pretty simple. Innovation!
First, we developed unique, curvy digging tines that can really bust
through tough sod, packed soil and hard clay easily
Then, to turn these tines very fast – we engineered a transmission
with an innovative gear design.
Finally we powered everything with durable engines placed directly
over the tines where the weight is distributed and most useful.
There is virtually no end to the wonderful things the Mantis Tiller
can help you do in your garden!
• Create a vegetable garden
• Establish flower beds
• Power weed quickly
• Create a rain garden
• Plant trees, shrubs & evergreens • Care for your lawn
• Optional attachments add even more value!

Try it 90-Days RISK-FREE Direct from Mantis
or find a retail location near you!
There’s a tiller model perfect for every garden
starting at just $
.00

339 !

www.mantis.com | 1-888-240-4509

